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Operation Freedom 
DogWork? 

By Julia Gregory 

Late last year, the Obedience Club of 
Chattanooga was approached by a small, new 
non-profit group based in Flintstone, Georgia 
(the location of our club building). Operation 
Freedom Dog (OFD), after two years of 
organization and fund raising was ready to 
launch their first group of veterans, paired 
with rescue dogs, into a training program that 
would eventually allow them to pass a service 
dog certification with their new companions. 
They had five men signed up to start. Three 
actually already had their own dogs. The 
other two were waiting for a suitable shelter 
match. OFD wondered if we’d give the task a 
try. 

Our president, Katherine, put together an 
18-week program in three six-week sessions. 
The first session would be beginning obedience. 
The last session would be Canine Good Citizen 
segueing into a more stringent class teaching to 
the service dog test if the teams seemed ready. 
The question remained, “What do we use in the 
intervening session to improve training and 
handling skills and to build relationship?” I’m 
sure you know the answer. 

When Katherine (who is in my 
intermediate freestyle class) approached me 
about teaching freestyle for the session, I was 
initially dumbfounded. “Suuuuuuure, 

Katherine! I can see them now; five, big, 
tough guys. They’ll really appreciate the need 
for handler movements that enhance dog 
movement. And I’m SURE that identifying 
intent will be their favorite part of the 
evening! And I can JUST SEE US choosing 
music!” 

Then I calmed down. I actually COULD 
visualize these men moving freely with their 
dogs, eliciting from them animated, joyful 
movement in a performance space.  So I 
agreed. And promptly began to worry. I 
wanted the guys to stick with it for all the 
benefits they would gain, but I had to think of 
a way to make freestyle initially palatable to 
them. So I started making up aliases. 

 
 Using the tunnel to build confidence 

between partners. 

 
Beginning Freestyle DogWork became 

Team Building Class. The classes were 
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arranged in the appropriate way. The 
technical portion, I figured sounded manly 
enough so I left it. The artistic portion 
became “The Challenge”. I challenged them 
to handle their dogs through a phrase I had 
created for them. The creative portion of the 
class became “The Game”. Let’s see if you 
guys can solve this puzzle that I’ve contrived 
to test your movement and teamwork skills 
with your dogs. It worked! 

 
Yes, sometimes we have to beg! 

 
From the very first class I was humbled 

by how badly I had underestimated these 
men. From the very first presentation heeling 
pattern they quickly mastered the task of 
moving with their dogs to keep them at a 
free-swinging trot. Furthermore, they 
appreciated and applauded the beauty of 
each others’ dogs as the desired goal was 
achieved. They quickly recognized (and some 
had already trained) the utility of laterals and 
backs for moving their dogs in crowded public 
places. They all seemed to enjoy the 
challenge of training (sometimes inexplicable) 
new movements and wore delighted grins 
when their dogs were successful. I came to 
love these guys for their open-minded 
gentleness.  

On the last night of class I had to ‘fess up. 
I briefly explained freestyle to them. No one 
walked out and there were no boo’s. They did 
shake their heads and snort and smile a bit. 
Then I pulled out my music collection and we 
established their dogs’ tempos and, for most 

teams, found music that the dogs enjoyed. 
Nobody rolled his eyes. They enjoyed it!  

While I don’t expect to see any of these 
men in a titling event, (though I’ve 
underestimated them before!) this has been 
one of my most rewarding freestyle 
adventures. The guys and their dogs taught 
me a lot about communicating as an 
instructor and they taught me a lot about the 
resilience of the human and canine frame. 
Thank you, Gentlemen! It has been a 
pleasure. 
Two notes of importance: 

I did not teach this class single-handed. I 
was ably assisted by the members of my 
intermediate freestyle class (Katherine, 
Fay and Susan) whenever health and 
circumstances allowed them to be 
present.  
The family members of the veterans 
frequently came to class to watch. The 
mood seemed lighter and the men in 
better humor when their families were 
present. The guys unanimously praised 
their wives for their steadfast support.  

 

 
Waiting for permission…. 

Or invitation? 
 

All photos courtesy of  
Operation Freedom Dog. 
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In Memory 

Pepper Guzman 
 
 It was with sorrow that we learned this 
week of the death, earlier this month, of 
Pepper Guzman. Joan Tennille shares some of 
her memories of Pepper’s long participation 
in Federation activities. Pepper loved dogs, 
and she rescued many. She was in the first 
group of individuals to join CFF when it was 
founded, as well as a student in Joan’s first 
DogWork class, with a dog named Joker. He 
was a totally untrained, but much loved, 
Keeshond. It was in that first class that the 
participants became a part of the 
experiments, the “what ifs”, that set the ball 
rolling toward our sport as we know it today. 
They were the clay that allowed the molding 
of the basic Concepts of Movement into a 
choreographic tool that works with the four-
footed. From there grew the judging criteria 
and the rules that framed our discipline and 
our sport. Thank you, Pepper, for being a 
pioneer in DogWork. 
 Joan remembers a class when Pepper, 
said to be aptly named, jokingly brandished a 
jump bar in Joan’s direction. Joan responded 
by “arming” herself with another bar. Joker 
assessed the situation and made it clear to 
Joan that he had Pepper’s back. Leave my 
person alone! 
 Another of Pepper’s DogWork partners 
was a Shiba Inu, Fanfair’s Date with Fate. The 
dog I remember with Pepper was Maybe 
FSBO (ForSaleByOwner), an American Eskimo 
with whom she earned titles through Level IV. 
I was fairly new to the sport at that time, and 
was excited to see one of the “originals” 
present a lovely performance. Pepper will 
surely be missed. 
 

 
 

 
Pepper and FSBO, November 2009 

Fredericksburg, VA 
Jim Poor Photography 

 

 
 

Nominating Committee 
 

 President Brenda Jameson has appointed 
a committee of three to present a slate for 
the November elections. Ann Holder, Leila 
Widgren and Gaea Mitchel will present that 
slate, which will be published in the August 
Paws to Dance.  
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From the Editor’s Cluttered Desk 

 
Gaea Mitchel  

Updates: In the Moment  
Rules, etc  

 

  It seems hard to believe, but the In the 
Moment Class is a year old! We conducted 
our fourth group of Pass/Fail Improvs in Ohio 
on May 6th. Each time we have asked 
spectators and exhibitors for feedback, and 
tweaked the protocol to try to address those 
responses. We have some ideas going 
forward, but would love to hear from any or 
all of the members. What did you like and not 
like? How would you change things? Please 
address those opinions to me, at 
gemitchel@earthlink.net, with the subject 
line ITM, In the Moment, or Improv Class. I 
will accept comments and opinions until July 
4th. Do, please, respond. It takes a Federation 
to build a sport. 

 
 Also, revisions are underway and nearing 
completion for both Regulations for Freestyle 
Competition and the Manual for 
Competitions, Adjudications and Matches. 
Once completed, these will be available on 
the Members’ area of the website. 

 

 
Bridget Telencia with G’Lava Du Fossert and 
London du Musher at the North Coast/North 
Star Titling Event 

Guilds 
 

North Coast Canine Freestylers 

By Bridget 
Telencio and Janet Dayton 

 
May brought a titling event to Ohio hosted 
by the North Star Notes and North Coast 
Canine Freestylers guilds. A very rainy 
Saturday did not dampen the success of the 
teams as many new titles were earned.  
Sunday brought sunny skies and more 
success. All in all it was a great weekend. 
We thank family and friends for all their 
help, donations, and support. Our event 
could not have happened without them. 
North Star Notes and NCCF are planning 
another joint event in Ohio next May. We 
hope you will join us.  Time now to recoup 
and think about starting a new intro class.  

 
Sherry Gedeon and 

Hidn Oaks I Am the Master of My Fate 
at the North Coast/North Star Titling Event 

 
Photos Courtesy of  

Ashley Wozniak 

  

mailto:gemitchel@earthlink.net
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North Star Notes Guild 
by Kate An Hunter  

 

It’s all about the dog! 
The North Star Notes Guild from 

Minnesota had a marvelous time at the 
North Coast Canine Freestyler’s event May 
6 & 7. Loaded into a car and a motorhome, 
four of us hit the road. Jeanine Brown with 
her Lab. Iko drove with her husband Fred. 
Kristin Sicotte with Cooper, Maureen 
Behrens with Snickers and Kate An Hunter 
with Curry piled into the motorhome. It’s at 
least a twelve hour drive, extended by toll 
booths, traffic and road construction, but 
that would not keep us away. Arriving 
Friday evening, we had the opportunity to 
check out the show site and get acquainted 
with CFF friends, old and new. The trio in 
the motorhome then headed for Roundup 
Lake campground for the night. 
Unfortunately, being focused on getting 
there, we ran out of gas on a quiet country 
road in the rain. Apparently, we looked 
pretty scary and couldn’t beg a ride from 
anyone passing by. But AAA came to the 
rescue with gas and an escort to the nearest 
gas station. At last we arrived at the 
campground. At that late hour, it was 
unattended, so we wandered a bit and 
pulled into an open spot. The recent rains 
had softened the ground and the 
motorhome immediately sunk into the 
mud. But we had dry beds and our dogs, so 
we tucked in for the night, looking forward 
to our big weekend. 

Saturday morning, the campground 
provided a tractor tow to get us out of the 
mud and show us a drier site for the next 

night. We stoked up with a big breakfast at 
Cracker Barrel and headed to the show, 
where we joined Jeanine and Iko. 

First, Maureen and Snickers 
performed in Level 2A. Their first time in 
CFF was great and Snickers showed 
everyone what a happy Corgi he is. They 
got their title! 

Next was Iko with Jeanine, in Level 
3, who gave the best performance we have 
seen from him. They also got their title. 

Then Kristine and Cooper 
performed, also in Level 3. It was wonderful 
and they also got their title and first place. 

Guess who won High Artistic??? 

 
Kate An and Curry performed in 

Level 4. Curry did some last-minute 
choreography changes, but they still got 
their title. Now everyone could relax and 
enjoy the rest of the performances. 

It is always inspiring to see other 
handlers and dogs perform.  Expressing the 
relationship one has to their dog in 
movement set to music is one of the most 
amazing experiences. Tears, clapping and 
hooting followed every presentation. It 
touches my heart to spend time with 
friends who can see and appreciate the 
bond we have with our dogs.  

Back at the campground for the 
night, the dogs kept us entertained with 
“musical beds.”  
Sunday provided the opportunity to 
perform again. With perhaps a bit less 
stress and more animation, the Sunday 
performances gave a nice contrast to 
Saturday. 

We stopped for the night in 
Crawfordsville Indiana at a lovely KOA. 
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There, Cooper, Snickers and Curry had the 
opportunity to play and run free in a big 
grassy field. It was fun to see how the 
friendships among the three dogs 
developed over the weekend.  

Much of the conversation on the way 
home was about what’s next: places to meet 
as a guild, people to add to our group, 
places to offer classes. We are inspired and 
energized and look forward to seeing all of 
you next time! 

  
 

 
First Florida 
Freestylers 

Guild   
   by Wendy 

Keighley 
Our 

March 
meeting was 
two weeks 
before our 
trial, so this 
was really the focus. It was the last time we 
would get together before the event so all 
of the exhibitors had the chance to be sure 
that all was well with their dogs and the 
music and of course their confidence that 
they would be wonderful! The fun part was 
the dress rehearsal so that everyone and 
their dogs looked their best!  

We also had to discuss the final 
details of getting the facility ready to go. 
That meant removing all of the equipment 
that was not needed into another building.  
Thankfully we have the support of the 
Canine Star Training Facility members who 
loaded their vehicles and relayed 
everything on the Friday morning and were 
there again on Sunday afternoon to help 
put everything back. We could not have 
done it without them and are so grateful. 
Also for their continued assistance 
throughout the running of the 
trial.  Everyone contributed to making it a 
successful weekend. 

Lunches and hospitality for the 
judges were confirmed. How privileged we 
are to have judges willing to travel the 
length and breadth of the country!  

We are so fortunate too to have the 
continued support of ‘The Music Man’, Jim 
Moore, and Videographer Cameron Foster 
who made the trip south. Our new 
photographer took spectacular 
photographs on both days. We were so 
appreciative, as he had to leave to go to 
work at the space center to be sure of a 
successful sunset rocket launch. That was 
certainly a bonus for our out of town 
visitors! 

So we have already talked about 
how we will proceed for our trial next year, 
new classes have started, new ideas and 
movements for the dogs starting at another 
level.  It will come around again very fast!  
One thing that would help us is some advice 
and ideas from other Guilds is on fund 
raising. As you are all aware it is expensive 
to organize and run a trial. We are a small 
group and community; please let us know 
what you might have done. 



I knew it was Saturday, no-one got 
up very early, no-one put on my backpack 
that says Working Dog, (I have a day job, I 
help the man of the house who cannot walk 
well.) I saw the ‘dog bag’ come out, then the 
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pesky future Guide Dog puppy who lives 
with us went in the car, then me too and off 
we went oh yes now I get it, it’s 
bonus Freestyle day! May 
meeting! It was good to see my 
friends. I then went into my crate 
for a nap before it was time to 
work.  

There was a lot of talking; 
the big topic is how our Guild can 
raise enough money to be able to 
hold a trial next year. Even Bingo 
was suggested but that will not 
bring the sort of money we need. 
A gift card raffle basket with tickets being 
sold throughout the year could be a 
possibility.  So what do you other Guilds 
do? How do you do it? With Florida located 
at the bottom of the USA almost every Judge 
would have to travel a good distance. Any 
suggestions are welcome. 

Well it was time for work; all dogs 
on the floor. What was happening, was 
there snow in Cocoa? The training club 
floor was covered in dots, millions of them! 
What is going on? The idea is that the dogs 
are not distracted by the dots on the floor 
and concentrate on the handler. Did not 
bother me, Wendy had treats so I watched 
her, but it was funny to watch the others! 
Some small dogs tried to avoid putting their 
paws anywhere near a dot, others thought 
their name had been changed to ‘leave it!’ a 
big poodle got some stuck on his whiskers!  

Miss Marilyn gave a special lesson 
on teaching sparkles, it is a very nice move 
and all of the dogs did well. That is the way 
we all help each other in our Guild, we 
share to benefit others. 

The afternoon was spent working on 
the definition of ‘enhancement’ what does 
that mean, how does it make performances 
better? There was a lot of explanation 
about using the music to interpret 
movement, helping to choreograph to show 
the strong skills of the dog and minimize 
the weaker aspects. Of course it meant 

something different to us all as our dogs 
and the handlers all move in their own way 

but it gave us all a better understanding of 
‘enhancement’. 
 
Here we are learning about Sparkles. The 
black blob on the far right of the picture is 
me – Lark! 
Respectfully for First Florida Freestylers 
Guild. 
Wendy Keighley assisted by Labrador Lark. 

 
Carolina Canine Freestyle Guild 

by Gaea Mitchel 

 
 
 Three of our guild members were 
entered in the May Titling Event, hosted 
jointly by the North Shore and North Star 
Guilds. Counting Rickie Morrison, judging for 
the first time, we would have made the 
Carolina guild’s presence felt. Sadly, Barbara 
Long’s partner was ill, and Shari Bryant’s car 
expired somewhere in West Virginia. 
Thankfully, word is that Neme is well and 
Shari has a new car. The two of you were 
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missed. Lyra and I were the lone Carolina 
entry.  
 The guild’s main push just now is our 
joint Titling Event in November, shared with 
our friends from Virginia and Maryland, to be 
held in Winston Salem NC. The jobs are being 
shared, with Carolina mostly handling the 
mortar and brick tasks while Sirius Guild will 
do the paperwork. We look forward to 
collaborating with our friends and enjoying 
another Celebration of DogWork. 
 Classes continue in Eastern North 
Carolina, two scheduled weekly and another 
monthly. Each time I am able to go I am 
delighted with the spectrum of ideas and 
helpful hints shared by the group. What a 
wonderful group, bound together by the love 
of the dogs and the sport. 
  

 
 
 

 
Sirius Guild is busy working toward the 
joint titling event in November, to be held 
in Winston Salem, NC. They have also 
planned a workshop on Fitness and 
Conditioning for the Canine, to be held in 
Beaverdam, VA on August 19. The 
presenter is Jo Downing, UT-CCFT, FP-MT, 
of K9Konditioning, LLC.  More information 
on page 13-14 of this issue. 

 
 
 

 
 

Canine Freestyle Federation  

First Florida Freestylers Guild Titling Events 

Saturday March 18, 2017 

 Results 

 

Level I 

First Place Marvel Jenkins’ Papillon Parasol 

High Blue Yonder earned a Level I patch and 

a NEW TITLE 

  

Level IIA 

First Place Sally Gordon’s Australian 

Shepherd Player earned a Level II patch. 

 

Level III  

First Place Annette Johnson’s Chihuahua 

Phoebe Beatrice AN Johnson earned a Level 

III patch and a NEW TITLE 

Second Place Laura Sconyers’ Miniature 

Schnauzer Jazzy Jade earned a Level III 

patch and a NEW TITLE 

Third Place Leonor Kasten’s Sealyham 

Terrier Spicey Lucky Charm  

Fourth Place Amy Reinhart’s German 

Shepherd Treu earned a Level III patch 

 

Level IV 

First Place Leonor Kasten’s Australian 

Terrier Temora’s Dancing Zoe earned a Level 

IV patch  

Second Place Ann Holder’s Toy Poodle 

Nanjac Firestarter 

 

Veterans 

George Jenkins’ Papillon Wildfire All the Right 

Moves 

 

The Grail Award 

(Highest scoring teamwork) 

Annette Johnson’s Chihuahua Phoebe 

Beatrice AN Johnson 

 

Highest Artistic Score 

Laura Sconyers’ Miniature Schnauzer Jazzy 

Jade 
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Sally Kirschenman Award  

Annette Johnson’s Chihuahua Phoebe 

Beatrice AN Johnson 

 

 
Laura and Jazzy Jade 

High Artistic 

 

 
Annette and Phoebe 

Sally Kirschenman Award 

Grail Award 

 

Photos courtesy of Bill Kleinfelder 

Photography 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sunday March 19, 2017 

 

Level I 

First Place Marvel Jenkins’ Papillon Parasol 

High Blue Yonder  

  

Level IIA 

First Place Sally Gordon’s Australian 

Shepherd Player earned a New Title  

 

Level III  

First Place Laura Sconyers’ Miniature 

Schnauzer Jazzy Jade 

Second Place Annette Johnson’s Chihuahua 

Phoebe Beatrice AN Johnson 

Third Place Denise Gaboury’s Doberman 

Pinchser Rascala Idle Merit earned a Level III 

patch 

Fourth Place Amy Reinhart’s German 

Shepherd Treu  

 

Level IV 

First Place Leonor Kasten’s Australian 

Terrier Temora’s Dancing Zoe earned a New 

Title 

Second Place Ann Holder’s Toy Poodle 

Nanjac Firestarter 

 

Veterans 

Ann Holder’s Toy Poodle Sylon Red Ginger 

Rose 

Marvel Jenkins’ Papillon Wildfire Over the Top 

 

The Grail Award 

(Highest scoring teamwork) 

Leonor Kasten’s Australian Terrier Temora’s 

Dancing Zoe 

 

Highest Artistic Score 

Leonor Kasten’s Australian Terrier Temora’s 

Dancing Zoe 

This was the third time that Leonor has had 

the Highest Artistic Score and therefore she 

was awarded a sterling Silver G Clef 
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Sally Kirschenman Award  

Leonor Kasten’s Australian Terrier Temora’s 

Dancing Zoe 

 

Lee and Zoe sweep the Awards   

 
 

 
 

Photos courtesy of Bill Kleinfelder 

Photography 

 
The event was held at the Canine Star Training 

Academy in Cocoa, FL. The judges were Janet 

Dayton, Gaea Mitchel, Kristin Sicotte and Betty 

Swenson.   A huge thank you goes out to Mary 

Hartney and her Canine Star Training Academy 

and all the members of the First Florida 

Freestylers Guild that helped put on this event. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Canine Freestyle Federation  

North Coast Canine Freestylers Guild & North 

Star Notes Guild Titling Events 

Saturday May 6, 2017 
 

Level I 

First Place Sherry Gedeon’s Bernese 

Mountain Dog Hidn Oaks I Am the Master of 

My Fate earned a Level I patch and a  

NEW TITLE 
 

Level II  

First Place Maureen Behrens’ Pembroke 

Welsh Corgi Lakeways Snicker Behrens 

earned a Level II patch and a NEW TITLE 
   

Level III  

First Place Kristin Sicotte’s Border Terrier 

Meadow Lake Cooper Can Dance earned a 

Level III patch and a NEW TITLE 

Second Place Jeanine Brown’s Labrador 

Retriever IKO earned a Level III patch and a 

NEW TITLE 

Third Place Bridget Telencio’s Belgian 

Tervuren G’Lava Du Fosseret earned a  

NEW TITLE 
 

Level IV 

First Place Leila Widgren’s Standard Poodle 

De La Passion Charlemagne I Hope You 

Dance earned a Level IV patch and a  

NEW TITLE 

Second Place Gaea Mitchel’s Rottweiler 

Chubasco Lyra Fianna earned a Level IV 

patch and a NEW TITLE 

Third Place Janet Dayton’s Greyhound Lark 

Fourth Place Kate An Hunter’s Brussels 

Griffon Mercury McPhersons Myotis earned a 

Level IV patch and a NEW TITLE 
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The North Coast Canine Freestylers Guild 

Award 

(Highest teamwork score) 

Kristin Sicotte’s Border Terrier Meadow Lake 

Cooper Can Dance  

 

Highest Artistic Score 

Kristin Sicotte’s Border Terrier Meadow Lake 

Cooper Can Dance 

 

Sally Kirschenman Award 

Kristin Sicotte’s Border Terrier Meadow 
Lake Cooper Can Dance 

 
 

 
Kristin and Cooper 

Sweep the top Awards 
 

Photo Courtesy of Ashley Wozniak 

 
IN THE MOMENT 

Pass/Fail class 

Single Dog Division  
Pass      Karen Farkas & her Bouvier Des 
Flandres Cam Virage Encore Con Brio 
Pass      Jeanine Brown & her Labrador 
Retriever Iko        
Pass      Betty Swenson & her Border 
Collie Vickie 
Pass      Kate An Hunter & her Brussels 
Griffon Mercury McPhersons Myotis 
Pass      Marian Hardy & her Miniature 
Poodle Denjo’s Silver Dust on Linwin   
Pass      Gaea Mitchel & her Cavalier King 

Charles Spaniel Rain the Babe at Fianna 

Pass      Kristen Sicotte & her Border 
Terrier Meadow Llake Cooper Can Dance 

Team Division 
Pass      Marian Hardy & her Miniature 
Poodle Denjo’s Silver Dust on Linwin 
              Karen Farkas & her Bouvier Des 
Flandres Cam Virage Encore Con Brio 
 

 
Marian Hardy with Dusty 
Karen Farkas with Brio 

First In The Moment Team Entry, 
and with a Pass! 

 
Photo courtesy of Ashley Wozniak 
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Sunday May 7, 2017 

 

Level I 

First Place Sherry Gedeon’s Bernese 

Mountain Dog Hidn Oaks I Am the Master of 

My Fate  

Level II  

First Place Maureen Behrens’ Pembroke 

Welsh Corgi Lakeways Snicker Behrens  

 

Level II Brace 

First Place Bridget Telencio’s Belgian 

Tervurens G’Lava Du Fosseret and London 

Du Musher 

Level III  

First Place Jeanine Brown’s Labrador 

Retriever IKO 

Second Place Bridget Telencio’s Belgian 

Tervuren G’Lava Du Fosseret 

Third Place Kristin Sicotte’s Border Terrier 

Meadow Lake Cooper Can Dance 
 

Level IV 

First Place Gaea Mitchel’s Rottweiler 

Chubasco Lyra Fianna 

Second Place Betty Swenson’s Border Collie 

HTCH TBC Vickie 

Third Place Janet Dayton’s Greyhound Lark 

Fourth Place Leila Widgren’s Standard 

Poodle De La Passion Charlemagne I Hope 

You Dance 

 

The North Coast Canine Freestylers Guild 

Award 

(Highest teamwork score) 

Kate An Hunter’s Brussels Griffon Mercury 

McPhersons Myotis 

 

Highest Artistic Score 

Gaea Mitchel’s Rottweiler Chubasco Lyra 

Fianna 

 

Sally Kirschenman Award 

Gaea Mitchel’s Rottweiler Chubasco Lyra 

Fianna 

 
Lyra 

High Artistic and Sally Kirschenman Awards 

Photo Ashley Wozmiak 

 

 
Kate An and Curry 

North Coast Award High Teamwork Score 

Photo North Star Guild 

 

The event was held at the Canine Affair 

Center in Chesterland, OH. The judges 

were Rickie Morrison, Betty Swenson and 

Joan Tennille   A huge thank you goes out 

all the members of the North Coast 

Canine Freestylers Guild and North Star 

Notes Guild the that helped put on this 

event. 
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          Fitness and Conditioning Workshop 
 
                                                       Presented by 
 

       Jo Downing, UT-CCFT, FP-MT of K9Konditioning, LLC 
 
            
             Sponsored by CanineFreestyle DogWork® to benefit the Sirius Guild 
 
 
                    Saturday, August 19, 2017    9AM – 4PM       Lunch provided 
 
                  Address:  14430 Overlook Ridge Lane, Beaverdam, VA 23015 
 
 
Regardless of the dog games enjoyed by you and your canine partner, physical fitness and 
conditioning are important for improving performance and avoiding 
injury.  Jo Downing is a University of Tennessee Certified Canine Fitness Trainer and a 
FitPaws Master Trainer. She and her Australian Shepherds participate in rally, agility, 
obedience, barn hunt, trick demos, and both dogs are certified therapy dogs who are active 
members of Caring Canines and VCU Dogs on Call. Jo’s primary focus is on Fitness & 
Conditioning education; she also teaches classes for manners, agility, and CGC/Therapy 
Dog prep. Additionally, she partners and volunteers with Pawssible, a local service dog 
organization. 
 
This program will consist of instruction regarding K9 Fitness & Conditioning foundation 
skills, use of FitPaws equipment, and knowledge and information applicable to K9 Fitness  
& Conditioning work. 
 

All working participants must have injury-free dogs. 
 
 
Cost:  $100 ($85 CFF members)  working slot 
            $50  ($45 CFF members)  audit slot 
 
Space is limited – reserve your slot early 
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                                            Registration Form 
 
 
 
 
Name_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
                _____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Phone_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Email_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Working Slot_______________              Audit___________________ 
 
Amount enclosed_________________  Check #__________________ 
 
Dog breed & age__________________________________________________________________ 
 
In what activities do you & your dog participate?  _____________________________ 
 

 

 

 
Do you have any dietary restrictions? _____________________________________________________ 
 
 
As a condition to my attendance at this event, I agree to to hold harmless CFF, Sirius Guild, 
K9Konditioning, LLC, any officers, members, employees, or volunteers for these entities, 
and property owners Joan & Carl Tennille in the event of any injury or damage to myself, 
my dog, or my property. 
 
Signature________________________________________________________ Date ____________________ 
 
 
Mail this form with your payment to: 
 
Betty Swenson 
5904 Ridge Road 
Richmond, VA 23227-1933 
 
Questions?     bswenson@bettyandjim.info 
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Photos by North Star Guild 

 
Photos by Ashley Wozniak 

 
Photos by Bill Kleinfelder 
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Paws to Dance 
c/o Gaea Mitchel 
489 Dulcimer Ln 
Waynesville NC 28786 
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Coming Events 
Fitness and Conditioning Workshop 

Beaverdam, VA   Saturday August 19, 2017 

Federation Board of Directors 
 
President           Vice President  Secretary         Treasurer              Membership 
Brenda Jameson  Michele Meloy  Ann Holder          Carl Tennille               Janet Dayton 
4300 Morning Place 3201 Lochinvar Dr  945 Indian River Dr         14430 Overlook Ridge Ln   818 Marshall Dr 
Sarasota FL 34231  Durham NC             Cocoa FL 32922          Beaverdam VA 23015   Painesville OH 44077 
heypresto@verizon.net mjmeloy@gmail.com rxdogs@aol.com          ctennille@aol.com    jadayton@oh.rr.com 

 
Education            Judges       Guilds                   Communications 
Joan Tennille            Kristin Sicotte      Betty Swenson                  Amy Reinhart 
14430 Overlook Ridge Ln  2705 Briar Ct SW      5904 Ridge Rd                  3738 Sunward Dr 
Beaverdam VA 23015  Rochester MN 55902     Richmond  VA  23227        Merritt Island  FL 32953 
ctennille@aol.com   kdammen@yahoo.com     bswenson@bettyandjim.info     areinhar@bellsouth.net  
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